Learn More, Accomplish More With The IAPP

50,000+ Members
Connect with the world’s foremost data privacy community.

10 International Conferences
Annual opportunities to be inspired by expert education and connections.

38,000 Articles

9 Publications

50 Original News Reports Monthly
IAPP reporting provides insight and critical perspective.

1,000+ Studies
Research reports, tools and actionable intelligence on key issues, including salary and benchmarking surveys.

$17,000
Typical salary increase for privacy pros with an IAPP certification versus non-certified peers.

25,000+ IAPP Certifications
ANSI/ISO accredited programs recognize knowledge and skills in the world of privacy.

500+ Local Meetings Annually
Creating local educational and networking opportunities worldwide.

150 KnowledgeNet Chapters

5,000+ Privacy List Subscribers
Initiate dialogue with peers just by sending an email.